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Modern and contemporary one act comedy plays for community theatres, play competitions,
colleges and high schools. Movie: Speaker/Context; 10 Things I Hate About You: In this
modern Shakespeare adaptation (another?), Kat (Julia Stiles) waxes poetic about beloved
boyfriend, a boy. Scripts for teens/ youth Communit y theatre  several skits and duologues
and a selected range of one-act plays, full-length drama scripts and monologues. "Alien
Goo" - Comedic Monologue from Published Script- Male (1 minute) "Blessing in Disguise" Comedy monologue from the play "Blinded by the Knight" - Female (1-2. About
Stageplays.com. Stageplays offers you the largest collection of Plays & Musicals in the
world. Based in the UK and the USA, we’ve been serving the online. An index of funny 10minute plays.. The History of Why the Chicken Crossed the Road by Jennye James Main
Menu > Small Cast Plays > Duologues (Plays for 2 Actors) Duologues are scripts for two
actors (duo, meaning two, instead of mono, meaning one, in monologue). Monologues,
Duologues, Drama Scripts and Plays Monologues, Drama, Scripts and plays. Finding the
right monologue for an exam or an audition is always difficult. Each of these comedic female
monologues may be used by students, actors, and directors for educational and theatrical
purposes.
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and theatrical purposes. An index of funny 10-minute plays.. The History of Why the
Chicken Crossed the Road by Jennye James Movie: Speaker/Context; 10 Things I Hate
About You: In this modern Shakespeare adaptation (another?), Kat (Julia Stiles) waxes
poetic about beloved boyfriend, a boy. Modern and contemporary one act comedy plays for
community theatres, play competitions, colleges and high schools. Scripts for teens/ youth
Communit y theatre  several skits and duologues and a selected range of one-act plays,
full-length drama scripts and monologues.
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10-minute plays.. The History of Why the Chicken Crossed the Road by Jennye James
Monologues, Duologues, Drama Scripts and Plays Monologues, Drama, Scripts and plays.
Finding the right monologue for an exam or an audition is always difficult. Scripts for teens/
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plays, full-length drama scripts and monologues.
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